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Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) is one of the most important 
technologies of this era.1 Once considered a remote possibility 
reserved for science fiction, AI has advanced enough 
to approach a technological tipping point of generating 
groundbreaking effects on humanity and is “likely to leave no 
stratum of society untouched”.2 Progress in AI has shown 
tremendous potential for benefitting mankind by improving 
efficiency and savings in production, commerce, “transport, 
medical care, rescue, education and farming”,3 as well as 
for significantly cultivating “the ability and level of social 
governance”.4 But AI’s technological advances are also 
expected to disrupt numerous legal frameworks, including 
various aspects of US patent law.5

Once praised by Abraham Lincoln (US President,1861-1865) 
as one of the three great advances in world history,6 US patent 
law has achieved its main objective7 to enhance social welfare 
by encouraging innovation and the dissemination of useful 
technical information,8 as well as by incentivizing investment in 
new technologies that promote economic growth and advance 
social goals.9 Underpinning this are its five main standards that 
govern patentability (subject-matter eligibility, utility, novelty, 
nonobviousness and enablement).10 Although US patent law 
has proven resilient to technological and social change,11 the 
anticipated disruptions from AI will challenge some of these 
core legal standards that serve as safeguards of patent law, 
and will be far more pervasive and significant than those of 
previous technological changes.12 Insufficient preparation 
for the upcoming collisions with AI could thus result in an 
outdated patent system that no longer fulfils its main objectives, 
with harmful social, economic and ethical implications;13 for 
example, an ineffective patent system will invariably result 
in certain negative effects on technology, which can create 
unintended challenges to solving important social issues, such 
as inequality.14

While the European Parliament and the Chinese State 
Council have issued a resolution and reports, respectively, 
that discuss the interplay between AI and their intellectual 
property systems,15,16 no such document has been issued by 
the United States.17 Moreover, the risks borne by AI require 
further timely dialogue on critical implicated patent law issues 
among patent law’s relevant actors (e.g. legislators, judges, 
academics, practitioners) and stakeholders (e.g. scientists, 
entrepreneurs, investors, technologists), as well as with non-
patent professionals from diverse backgrounds that are familiar 
with innovation and ethics (e.g. from management, finance, 
economics, non-profit organizations, non-patent legal fields).18 

This will help US patent law to adapt to AI in socially inclusive 
and ethically responsible ways. To promote meaningful 
dialogue, this White Paper provides an overview of AI’s recent 
technological advances, particularly on its ability to “invent”, and 
explores four main patent law issues that will be impacted by 
AI: (1) the patent subject-matter eligibility of AI technologies; (2) 
the patentability and inventorship of AI-generated inventions; 
(3) liability for patent infringement by AI; and (4) AI’s role in 
the definition of “a person of ordinary skill in the art” in the 
nonobviousness standard.
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Recent developments in artificial intelligence (AI)

Sometime early in this century the intelligence of machines will 
exceed that of humans. Within a quarter of a century, machines 
will exhibit the full range of human intellect, emotions and skills, 
ranging from musical and other creative aptitudes to physical 
movement. They will claim to have feelings and, unlike today’s 
virtual personalities, will be very convincing when they tell us so. 
– Ray Kurzweil (2008)19 

A. Overview of technological advances

English mathematician Alan Turing introduced AI as a concept in 
a 1950 paper, and American computer scientist John McCarthy 
coined the term “artificial intelligence” during the Dartmouth 
Conference in 1956.20 No single definition of AI is accepted 
by all practitioners. Some define it broadly as a computerized 
system exhibiting behaviour commonly thought of as requiring 
intelligence, whereas others define AI as a system capable 
of rationally solving complex problems or taking appropriate 
action to achieve its goals in real-world circumstances.21 AI is 
often described based on its problem space, such as logical 
reasoning, knowledge representation, planning and navigation, 
natural language processing (NLP) and perception,22 or based 
on its often-overlapping subfields, including machine learning 
(ML), deep learning, artificial neural networks, expert systems 
and robotics.23 AI is also often categorized based on its 
intelligence level, such as artificial general intelligence (AGI), 
which is a notional form of AI that exhibits a level of intelligence 
comparable to that of the human mind, and narrow AI, which 
is the form of AI seen today that focuses on solving specific 
tasks.24

AI’s technological breakthroughs dramatically accelerated in 
the last two decades, fuelled by advances in ML algorithms, 
exponential growth in the availability of data,25 and improved 
and cheaper computing power.26 The impressive technological 
progress of the last decade in particular has led to AI’s ability 
to “perform activities which used to be typically and exclusively 
human”, as well as to develop “certain autonomous and 
cognitive features – e.g. the ability to learn from experience and 
take quasi-independent decisions.”27 AI is now revolutionizing 
the way people live, work, learn, discover and communicate,28 
putting them on the threshold of an era where increasingly 
sophisticated robots, bots, androids and other manifestations of 
AI are poised to unleash a new industrial revolution.29

In 2013, ConceptNet 4, an AI language system developed 
by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, surprisingly 
matched the verbal IQ of an average four-year-old,30 dramatically 
surpassing its 2010 performance in which it was merely able 
to compete with the verbal IQ of a one-year-old.31 In October 
2015, Google’s AlphaGo became the first computer program 
to beat a professional player – the reigning European champion 
Fan Hui, no less – in Go,32 a game known for its extreme 
complexity;33 with about 250 choices per move, it suggests a 
game-tree complexity of 10360.34 Just five months later, in March 
2016, AlphaGo beat Sedol Lee, Go’s 18-time world champion, 
before an audience of 60 million people worldwide, “catapulting 

AI into the public limelight and finally turning, for many, Science 
Fiction into Science.”35 And the rate of advancement is only 
expected to accelerate,36 propelled by explosive research 
and investments in AI that will likely lead to many more such 
admirable feats in this lifetime.

Large technology corporations and start-ups invested a 
combined $26 billion to $39 billion in AI development in 2016 
(Figure 1),37 with an estimated increase of 300% in 2017.38 

Moreover, global revenue from cognitive systems and AI is 
expected to grow from nearly $8 billion in 2016 to more than 
$47 billion in 2020.39

 
Figure 1: Global investment in artificial intelligence is growing 
rapidly 

Source: Sachin Chitturu et al., Artificial Intelligence and Southeast Asia’s 
Future, McKinsey Global Institute (2017)

 
AI penetration in businesses is estimated at 38%, and its 
adoption is predicted to grow to 62% in 2018. Similarly, AI 
has brought about a race for patents and intellectual property 
(IP) rights on AI among the world’s leading technology 
companies,40 with dramatic increases in the number of patent 
applications filed and issued on AI (hereinafter AI patents). In 
fact, the number of AI patents granted increased threefold, 
from 708 in 2012 to 2,888 in 2016 (Figure 2), and the United 
States alone saw an increase of 1,628 AI patents issued in 
the same period.41
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Figure 2: Trend of AI patents granted by country: 2000-2016 
(number of items)

Note: USPTO = United States Patent and Trademark Office; SIPO = State 
Intellectual Property Office of the People’s Republic of China; JPO = Japan Patent 
Office; PCT = Patent Cooperation Treaty; EPO = European Patent Office.

Source: Hidemichi Fujii and Shunsuke Managi, “Trends and Priority Shifts in 
Artificial Intelligence Technology Invention: A global patent analysis”, Research 
Institute of Economy, Trade and Industry, Discussion Paper No. 17-E-066 (2017)

 

B. Advances in AI’s “inventiveness”

AI is no longer “just crunching numbers” but is “generating 
works of a sort that have historically been protected as 
‘creative’”42 or as requiring human ingenuity. Recent successes 
have shown that AI can now independently learn how to 
perform complicated tasks, prove mathematical theorems and 
engage in artistic endeavours,43 such as composing musicals.44 
Using techniques derived from understandings of evolution, 
molecular biology, neurology and human cognitive processes,45 
AI is evolving computers into “thinking machines” capable of 
performing creative and inventive tasks.46

The Creativity Machine, developed by AI pioneer Stephen Thaler 
in 1994, was already capable of generating new ideas through 
artificial neural networks, which are collections of on/off switches 
that automatically connect themselves to form software without 
human intervention.47 In fact, the Creativity Machine can 
“brainstorm” new and creative ideas by combining an artificial 
neural network that generates output in response to self-
stimulation of the network’s connections with another network 
that perceives value in the output.48 It is also known for having 
generated an invention that was ultimately issued as US Patent 
No. 5,852,815 on 15 May 1998,49 which became the first-
known patent to be issued to an AI-generated invention. But 
Thaler listed himself as the sole inventor and did not disclose 
the Creativity Machine’s involvement to the United States Patent 
and Trademark Office (USPTO).50

Another remarkable example is the Invention Machine created 
by computer scientist John Koza. The Invention Machine is 
based on genetic programming and is modelled after the 
process of biological evolution.51 It is said that the Invention 
Machine also created an invention that culminated in US Patent 
No. 6,847,851 on 25 January 2005.52 Like the patent granted 
for the Creativity Machine’s invention, however, only Koza and 

two other people were listed as inventors,53 and the Invention 
Machine’s involvement was not divulged to the USPTO during 
the patent’s prosecution or application process.54 The fact that 
patents have already been granted for inventions created by 
AI is extraordinary for technological reasons, but it also raises 
concerns as it touches on unexplored patent law issues relating 
to patentability and inventorship of AI-generated inventions.55

Other examples of AI’s inventive ability include IBM’s Watson, 
a computer system developed to compete with the TV game 
show Jeopardy!56 Watson “generates millions of ideas out of the 
quintillions of possibilities, and then predicts which ones are the 
most surprising and pleasant, applying big data in new ways.”57 
The system is viewed as a fundamentally different type of AI 
than the Creativity Machine or the Invention Machine; it uses a 
more conventional architecture of logical deduction, combined 
with access to massive databases containing knowledge and 
expertise.58 While Watson is said to be capable of generating 
novel, non-obvious and useful ideas,59 it is not known whether 
any patent applications have been granted for its ideas. Other 
examples of AI inventiveness include computers programmed 
to independently design a new nose cone for a Japanese 
bullet train,60 to design novel piston geometries for reducing 
fuel consumption in diesel engines, and to help develop new 
pharmaceutical compounds.61

Like AI systems that formulate inventive ideas, commercial 
AI technologies have recently emerged to help draft patent 
applications, encroaching on territory historically requiring 
“human ingenuity” from both inventors and patent attorneys (or 
patent agents). Cloem, a company based in Cannes, France, 
applies NLP technologies to assist patent applicants in creating 
variants of patent claims, coined “cloems”.62 Its computational 
drafting system employs various IP algorithms, NLP algorithms, 
semantic technologies, automated reasoning and text mining63 
to mechanically compose text for thousands of patent claims 
(or cloems) covering potentially novel publications.64 In another 
example, AllTheClaims.com, an art project, and its sister project 
AllPriorArt.com (collectively “AllPriorArt”) can autonomously 
generate patent claims and descriptions after parsing and 
randomly reassembling patent texts and published applications 
from the US patent database.65 A more recent AI-driven service 
called Specifio prepares software-focused patent applications,66 
even outputting specifications and figures after receiving a set of 
patent claims from a user.67 Specifio creates, analyses, extracts, 
synthesizes and sorts texts to generate patent applications 
that are each apparently around 90% complete, requiring 
only about an hour of an attorney’s time for review.68 Although 
such platforms have challenges to overcome69 – Cloem only 
generates patent claims, AllPriorArt admits that “most inventions 
generated will be nonsensical”70 and Specifio is mostly effective 
only for software-patent applications – they forecast a future 
where AI can accurately generate parts of or entire patent 
applications without input from attorneys.

Discussions of invention-creating AI, such as the Creativity 
Machine and the Invention Machine, as well as of current 
patent-drafting technologies like Cloem, AllPriorArt and Specifio, 
foretell a world in which AI can autonomously complete the 
entire inventive and patenting process. This would start with 
an AI that generates inventive ideas and then prepares entire 
patent applications to protect those ideas, without any human 
input.71 AI’s entry into areas that have historically required 
“human ingenuity” raises many critical legal and policy questions 
that must be addressed: for example, should AI-generated 
inventions be protected, and if so, to what extent? And if 
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patentability of AI-output inventions becomes legally accepted, 
then should AI be able to receive inventorship status?72

 
C. Increased acceptance of AI

The public’s view of AI has become friendlier in recent years, 
which can indirectly impact legal and policy considerations.73 
Although the perception of AI has historically been more 
guarded in the United States than in East Asia (such as in 
Japan, South Korea and China),74 AI’s increased prevalence, 
coupled with better understanding of its potential benefits, 
have improved its reception in the United States; according 
to research jointly published by Arm and Northstar Research 
Partners, most of the surveyed consumers predicted a better 
future for society from AI, whereas only a fifth expected AI to 
have a negative effect.75

Outside the United States, notable trends and events indicate 

the extent of public acceptance of AI in certain societies, which 
may influence the US approach to AI. In Europe, for example, a 
recent survey conducted by the European Parliament showed 
that 68% expressed positive views on AI, and an even higher 
proportion (79%) had positive outlooks on robotics (Figure 3).76

In Japan, Deep Knowledge, a venture capital firm, named 
an AI-based robot, Vital, to its board of directors in 2014.77 
Going even further, Saudi Arabia declared Sophia, an AI-
powered robot, a citizen in October 2017, making “her” the 
world’s first AI citizen.78 Such increased acceptance of AI as an 
independent “being” or “citizen” can significantly impact policy 
considerations79 on patent law issues, particularly on whether AI 
can be treated as an “inventor” or “infringer”.

Figure 3: Respondents overall have a positive attitude towards robotics and AI

Source: Tatjana Evas, European Parliamentary Research Service, “Public consultation on robotics and Artificial Intelligence: First (preliminary) results of public 
consultation” (13 July 2017)
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Some guidance and scholarly discussions on AI’s effects on 
copyright law have taken place. For example, in the wake of 
a court decision involving a selfie-taking monkey, the United 
States Copyright Office updated its interpretation of “authorship” 
in 2016 to clarify that it would not register works produced by a 
machine or a mere mechanical process that operates randomly 
or automatically. It stressed that copyright law only protects 
“the fruits of intellectual labor” that are “founded in the creative 
powers of the mind”.80 However, no such guidance has been 
provided and much less dialogue has taken place regarding 
the repercussions of AI on US patent law.81 And, in the face of 
AI’s rapid technological changes and societal effects,82 further 
discussions on AI’s patent law implications are paramount to 
facilitate any necessary changes in the US patent system so 
that it can continue to achieve its main objectives83 and help 
avoid negative social, economic and ethical effects.84 

A. The patent subject-matter eligibility 
standard for AI

Before exploring truly “disrupted” and less explored patent 
topics, such as the patentability of inventions created by AI, 
this White Paper addresses the current, hotly debated topic of 
patent subject-matter eligibility for software, particularly for AI 
software. Although an increasing number of AI patents are being 
issued in the United States,85 the present legal framework on 
patentable subject matter became more stringent in 2014 and 
poses heightened challenges for patent applicants in obtaining 
AI patents. Given that AI could have much greater impact on 
society than “non-intelligent” software, more discussions are 
needed on the elevated standard’s impact on innovation, ethics 
and the economy. After all, as warned by Justice Richard Linn 
of the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit 
(hereinafter Federal Circuit), the “danger of getting the answers 
to these questions wrong is greatest for some of today’s most 
important inventions”, such as in computing and in AI.86

1. Legal framework for the patentability of “AI patents”

Title 35 of the United States Code, Section 101 (hereinafter 
35 U.S.C. § 101) limits patentable subject matter to “new 
and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of 
matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof”.87 Patent 
claims that are directed to abstract ideas (e.g. a mathematical 
algorithm), natural phenomena or laws of nature are not eligible 
for patent protection;88 the Supreme Court of the United 
States explained that “they are the basic tools of scientific and 
technological work,” and that granting monopolies on those 
tools through patent rights might impede innovation.89

The Supreme Court, in Alice Corporation Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank 
International,90 recently made it more challenging for applicants 
to obtain patents on software or “computer-implemented 
inventions”.91 The seminal Alice decision has been interpreted 
and applied by the Federal Circuit and various lower federal 
district courts to generally exclude patent claims directed to 
subject matter that could be performed through an “ordinary 

Patent law issues impacted by AI

mental process”, “in the human mind” or by “a human using 
a pen and paper”,92 with the limited exception for claims that 
specifically provide ways to achieve technological improvements 
over the tasks previously performed by people (e.g. containing 
an “inventive concept”).93

This aspect of Alice’s legal framework creates tension with 
AI patents because the goal of AI is often to replicate human 
activity.94 For example, in Purepredictive, Inc. v. H20.AI, Inc., the 
United States District Court for the Northern District of California 
held that the asserted claims of US Patent No. 8,880,446 
covering AI-driven predictive analytics95 were “directed to a 
mental process and the abstract concept of using mathematical 
algorithms to perform predictive analytics”.96 After further finding 
that the patent’s claims “do not make a specific improvement on 
an existing computer-related technology”, the court invalidated 
the claims for being directed to patent-ineligible subject matter.97

Similarly, in Blue Spike, LLC v. Google Inc., applying the Alice 
test, the court held that the patent claims covered a general 
purpose computer implementation of “an abstract idea long 
undertaken within the human mind” because they sought to 
model “the highly effective ability of humans to identify and 
recognize a signal” on a computer.98 After further finding that 
the claims merely covered “a wide range of comparisons 
that humans can, and indeed, have undertaken since time 
immemorial” – and thus lacking any “inventive concept” – the 
court held that the claims were invalid.99 This trend has made 
it more challenging for patent applicants to obtain AI patents 
during prosecution or for patent owners to defend the validity of 
their patents during litigation.

2. Discussion points on the present legal standard

Discussions need to address whether the present subject-
matter patentability standard promotes the main objectives 
of US patent law. For example, whether the present standard 
promotes or stifles innovative technologies relating to AI is an 
important question.100 Many have argued that patents provide 
incentives for innovation, investment and invention,101 and that 
awarding patent rights to software can encourage investment 
in software-related research102 and further promote innovation. 
This argument would apply analogously to AI, but the case for 
innovation may be stronger, given the greater potential of AI than 
general software. Others have argued that patents on software 
stifle innovation. Some have suggested that patents should not 
be awarded to any software,103 whereas others have proposed 
awarding shorter patent terms to software patents.104 And, 
as discussed above, the courts often hold that patent claims 
mimicking or replicating human activity lack any “inventive 
concept”.105 These differing perspectives must be sufficiently 
considered to determine whether AI patents in fact promote 
innovation, or whether those technologies are better protected 
through other means (e.g. laws on trade secrets or copyrights). 
Similar conversations are needed for the other objectives of 
patent law. For example, the relevant actors should assess 
whether the present standard promotes the disclosure and 
dissemination of useful information and whether it incentivizes 
people to create new inventions. 
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The discussions should also account for AI-specific factors as 
opposed to broader software-specific considerations when 
assessing whether incentivizing AI through patent rights may 
have different or greater economic, social and ethical impact 
than incentivizing general software. For example, many have 
expressed concern that AI could make much of human 
employment redundant,106 having more profound negative 
economic effects than prior technological changes. Others 
believe that AI’s overall economic impact will not be very 
different from those of previous technological advances.107 But 
even if that were true, some still find it troublesome because 
they believe that recent technological changes have contributed 
to increasing inequality and falling labour force participation.108 
Still others advocate that AI should be further promoted to 
facilitate making groundbreaking discoveries, which will raise 
productivity growth and improve the lives of people worldwide, 
thereby overcoming any negative impact of AI on employment 
and inequality.109 Also, if the legal standard is lowered, would 
companies that are leading filers of AI patents gain unfair 
advantages? Given that AI may be able to generate further 
inventive ideas on its own (which general software is unable to 
do), the first-mover advantage for those owners of AI patents 
may be much greater than that of general software patents. 
Some believe that this will result in those first-movers having 
“too much power, if we don’t begin to update patent law 
now”.110 This may exacerbate the existing risks of AI-induced 
wage gaps and economic inequality.111

How to implement legal changes to maximize the social and 
ethical benefits from AI should also be explored, to the extent 
that any patent law adjustments are deemed necessary. 
Lowering the subject-matter patentability standard for AI 
inventions relating to areas deemed more socially beneficial, 
such as healthcare, the environment, criminal justice and 
education,112 might be one way to help balance promoting 
innovation with mitigating ethical concerns. These issues must 
be carefully examined by the relevant actors to ensure US 
patent law evolves to strike an optimal balance between the 
various competing objectives. 

B. Patentability and inventorship issues for 
AI-generated inventions

The patentability of inventions created by AI,113 as discussed 
in this subsection, is a different topic from and should not 
be confused with patentability of inventions directed to AI 
technologies, which is discussed in the preceding subsection.114 
The questions explored here are whether AI-created ideas, 
which otherwise would be deemed “inventive” had they been 
conceived by people, should be protected by the patent law 
system,115 and if so, who should be awarded inventorship for 
such AI-generated inventions. The urgent need to address these 
questions116 is underlined by instances of patents already being 
issued for AI-produced inventions, such as those for ideas from 
the Invention Machine and the Creativity Machine.117

1. Legal considerations for patentability and 
inventorship for AI

The US patent system’s foundation is principally utilitarian and 
economic in nature,118 justifying patent rights based mostly 
on the promotion of new and improved works.119 Thomas 
Jefferson (US President, 1801-1809), who served as the 
“first administrator of our patent system” under the Patent 

Act of 1790120 and as the author of the Patent Act of 1793,121 
embraced the utilitarian view122 and believed that an “inventor 
ought to be allowed a right to the benefit of his invention for 
some certain time,”123 “as an encouragement to men to pursue 
ideas which may produce utility”.124 Thus, the US patent law’s 
ultimate goals are utilitarian, and how that utility is sought 
involves encouraging or incentivizing human inventors.125

The US Patent Act does not require a particular threshold of 
human control or input in the invention process for granting 
patent rights, but it frames the questions of inventorship and 
patentability in terms of human creation.126 Inventorship bestows 
initial ownership of patent rights, generally driven by public 
beliefs on the justness and importance of rewarding human 
effort and stimulating human creativity.127 Under US patent law, 
an invention requires conception,128 which is “the formation in 
the mind of the inventor, of a definite and permanent idea of 
the complete and operative invention”,129 where the “inventor” 
refers to an “individual”.130 The Federal Circuit has consistently 
explained that “[t]o perform this mental act, inventors must be 
natural persons and cannot be corporations or sovereigns”.131 
The remainder of the Patent Act and laws are also replete with 
references to human actions.132 Section 101 of the Patent Act, 
governing patentable subject matter, focuses on “whoever” 
shall invent, and Section 102 on novelty prohibits the patenting 
of subject matter that “a person” did not invent.133 Further, the 
patent application process requires an oath or a declaration 
from the inventor (i.e. an individual).134 Limiting patents to 
human-generated inventions would also be aligned with the 
United States Copyright Office’s approach of not protecting 
works produced by machines.135 

On the other hand, the patent law’s abundant references to 
human creativity may simply be the by-products of the times 
when the Patent Act and laws were put in place.136 Given 
that the idea of AI-generated inventions was only recently 
introduced, especially its feasibility, there likely had been no 
pressing need to characterize the inventive process as one 
performed by anything other than people. Either way, neither 
the US Congress nor the courts have addressed whether AI-
generated inventions can be patented, and if so, who should be 
awarded with inventorship.137 

2. Discussion points on patentability

The patent-eligibility issue for AI-generated inventions must be 
explored in the context of whether patents on AI-generated 
inventions would further the patent law system’s main 
objectives. Some have argued that granting patent rights to 
AI-generated inventions would accelerate innovation,138 even 
enabling advances that would not have been possible through 
human ingenuity alone.139 Others have argued that patent rights 
do not promote innovation, irrespective of whether inventions 
are generated by people or AI.140 Under this view, more patents, 
resulting from AI-generated inventions, will increase social 
costs and monopolies, and stifle the entry of new ventures,141 
thereby hampering innovation. China’s New Generation Artificial 
Intelligence Development Plan includes language that calls for 
promoting “the innovation of AI intellectual property rights”,142 
which some could interpret as encouraging recognition of IP 
rights for AI-generated works (although no mention is made of 
promoting AI as inventors).

Some point out that, even if patents on AI-generated inventions 
ultimately promote innovation, those patents may “negatively 
impact future human innovation as supplanting human invention 
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with autonomous algorithms could result in the atrophy of 
human intelligence”.143 The concern is that reduced inventive 
talent could lead to the elimination of high-quality research and 
development (R&D) jobs144 or entire R&D-intensive industries.145 
Others even argue that the notion of awarding patent protection 
on AI-generated inventions should be abolished altogether. In 
their view, alternative tools, such as first-mover advantage and 
social recognition of AIs, as well as alternative technologies 
that prevent infringement of patent rights, can better lead 
to innovations and public disclosure of inventions.146 These 
competing views must be carefully considered to determine 
the overall net impact on innovation from granting patent rights 
to AI-generated inventions. Each of the patent law system’s 
other main objectives requires attention, such as assessing 
whether patents on AI-generated inventions would promote the 
dissemination of information147 or incentivize the right “beings” to 
create inventions148 that will help the system remain effective.149

Further, the discussions must identify possible “middle grounds” 
to help balance the competing objectives and factors. For 
example, one could consider raising the patentability standard 
(e.g. on nonobviousness)150 for inventions created solely by 
AI, which would level the playing field to some extent between 
human inventors and AI. In this way, a middle ground may 
be provided between promoting innovation and continuing to 
incentivize people to invent. A similar balance may be achieved 
by granting different patent periods based on the level of human 
involvement in the inventive process.151 In these scenarios, 
discussions must also address mechanisms to ensure that 
patent applicants are not being untruthful about AI’s involvement 
in the inventive process to circumvent the law.152

Balancing the patent law’s objectives to promote social, 
economic and ethical responsibility is another area for 
discussion.153 One possibility for promoting innovation in an 
ethically sound way could be to raise the utility requirement 
for AI inventions under 35 U.S.C. § 101, which requires that 
the invention be useful to be patentable. Although the bar for 
utility is set relatively low today,154 the doctrine of moral utility 
was often invoked in the late 19th century to deny patents on 
gambling devices.155 Analogously, there may be grounds for 
raising the bar for utility just for AI-generated inventions, so 
that only the truly “useful” inventions by AI would be eligible for 
patent rights. Another possibility is to protect only certain types 
of AI-generated inventions deemed as having greater social 
benefits, such as those relating to healthcare, the environment, 
criminal justice and education.156 Or perhaps the obviousness 
standard could be raised for just the AI-generated inventions not 
directed to one of those with “greater social benefits”.

The possible solutions cannot lose sight of the human 
responsibility for AI,157 because completely undirected, 
unsupervised innovations by AIs without human oversight 
can have negative, unintended consequences.158 Discussions 
must sufficiently address how such human responsibility can 
be provided159 and seek ways to promote transparency and 
accountability in AI. 

3. Discussion points on inventorship

If inventions generated entirely by AI become eligible for patent 
rights,160 the next question to address is who should be listed 
as the inventor. As discussed in Section III.B.1, the current 
law requires conception or “the formation in the mind of the 
inventor, of a definite and permanent idea of the complete and 
operative invention”161 for there to be an invention. Thus, if all the 

conception takes place in the “mind” of an AI, then there would 
be no person to list as the inventor under the present law.162 
This presents two main options: (1) list AI as the inventor; or (2) 
list no inventors on the face of the patent.

Some argue that if AI’s work “is indeed inventive, then both 
treating computational inventions as patentable and recognizing 
[AI] as an inventor would be consistent with the constitutional 
rationale for patent protection”.163 But to do so would require 
the recognition of AI as a legal entity or a legal person,164 which 
is not available under current US law. Nevertheless, the general 
definition of a “legal person,” which is “a subject of legal rights 
and obligations”,165 is likely broad enough to encompass AI 
as long as AI’s role as an inventor is subject to legal rights 
and obligations.166 Legal personhood and inventorship status 
are thus theoretically possible for AI if the legislature is willing 
to grant them. But it is important to assess whether granting 
inventorship would provide any benefits for the patent system. 
For example, except for AGI or superintelligent AI that has 
true consciousness (which does not exist today), AI “would 
not be motivated by the prospect of a patent”167 and can 
continue to generate inventive ideas without any incentivizing 
through inventorship (like the Invention Machine and Creativity 
Machine).168 Would there be any meaningful benefits in 
recognizing AI as inventors beyond those provided by allowing 
AI-created inventions to be patentable?

This leads to the second option of not listing any inventor. 
Although an inventor must be listed under the current law, 
the patent system can be adapted to award patents to AI’s 
inventions without listing one.169 In this scenario, however, 
sufficient incentives must be provided to the people involved in 
creating and maintaining the AI that generates inventive ideas, 
so that they will be motivated to continue developing such 
inventive AI. Given that the AI’s owner will likely be listed as the 
resulting patent’s assignee, the current patent system probably 
addresses the owner’s interests adequately without additional 
recognition as an “inventor”. But the interests of AI’s developers 
(e.g. individual engineers), who are not given any credit on 
the face of the patent, may not be addressed sufficiently. 
If this inadequacy grows and obstructs innovation, a new 
category may need to be created for developers so that their 
contributions are acknowledged on the face of the patent.

Whether the decision ultimately comes down to listing AI as 
the inventor or not listing any inventor, the discussions must 
sufficiently consider the decision’s likely effects on innovation 
and its economic and ethical repercussions.

C. Liability issues for patent infringement  
by AI

Another important patent law issue that will likely be disrupted 
by AI relates to liability in cases where AI is the violator of patent 
rights, given that most AIs now have the technological capacity 
to infringe patent claims.170 Similar to the above discussion on 
AI as the inventor, the liability issue raises the question of who 
should be held responsible for actions taken by AI – the end 
user, the developer or AI itself171 – as well as the related question 
of how to assess liability. 
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1. Legal framework for patent infringement liability

Patent rights include the right of inventors to exclude others 
from practising (i.e. infringing) the patented inventions in 
exchange for their respective discoveries.172 In US patent law, 
infringement of a patent claim occurs when “whoever without 
authority makes, uses, offers to sell, or sells any patented 
invention, within the United States or imports into the United 
States any patented invention during the term of the patent 
therefor”.173 Ascertaining infringement requires a two-step 
analysis to: (1) determine the meaning of each term in a patent 
claim; and (2) show that the accused device meets each claim 
term (i.e. claim limitation), either literally or under the doctrine 
of equivalents.174 US patent law also acknowledges “induced 
infringement”, as when “whoever actively induces infringement 
of a patent shall be liable as an infringer”,175 which has been 
interpreted to mean that the alleged inducer must have 
knowingly aided another’s direct infringement of a patent.176 
Once patent infringement is found, the infringer would have 
to pay damages to the patent owner in an amount adequate 
to compensate for the infringement (usually in the form of lost 
profits or reasonable royalties), and in certain cases would be 
enjoined or prohibited from performing the infringing activity.177

US laws, however, do not currently acknowledge a finding 
of patent infringement that is independent of human 
involvement,178 and do not address how liability or damages 
should be handled for patent infringement by AI.179 Helpful 
guidance and discussion points can be found in the 
European Parliament resolution of 16 February 2017 with 
recommendations to the Commission on Civil Law Rules on 
Robotics (hereinafter European Parliament Resolution), which 
explains that, today, AI cannot be held liable per se for acts 
or omissions that cause damage to third parties (e.g. patent 
infringement). Instead, AI’s act would have to be traced back 
to a human agent, such as its manufacturer, operator, owner or 
user, if that agent could have foreseen and could have avoided 
AI’s harmful behaviour (e.g. its infringing act).180 But the rapid 
progress in AI’s autonomous and cognitive features makes “the 
legal responsibility arising through a robot’s harmful action” a 
crucial issue,181 and questions “whether the ordinary rules on 
liability are sufficient or whether it calls for new principles and 
rules to provide clarity on the legal liability”, especially “where the 
cause cannot be traced back to a specific human actor”.182

2. Discussion points on patent infringement liability

The view that patent infringement by humans or AI should 
be deterred is likely not controversial. Moreover, failing to 
hold “someone” liable for patent infringement by AI will likely 
encourage using AI for infringement.183 But more discussions on 
how to handle patent infringements by AI are required, such as 
on who should be held liable184 and on how liability should be 
assessed. The answers must promote the patent law system’s 
main objectives, as well as maximize the social, economic and 
ethical benefits.

The European Parliament Resolution “at least at the present 
stage” advocates holding a person responsible rather than an 
AI.185 As to which human actor to hold liable, one possibility 
would be the AI’s end users; as noted in the Resolution, 
the “rules governing liability for harmful actions – where the 
user of a product is liable for a behaviour that leads to harm” 
could apply to damages caused by AI.186 This can create 
uncertainty among software users, however, and may lead to 
their disuse of otherwise helpful AI.187 It would also be unfair in 

many instances, given that end users often cannot foresee the 
patent infringement, especially if they are individuals and not 
sophisticated corporations. Patent owners sue the companies 
that develop and/or sell the products much more frequently 
than the end users of those products, and even in those cases 
where the end users are sued and held liable, they are often 
indemnified by the products’ manufacturers.188

This leads to the other option of holding the developer 
or manufacturer of AI accountable. Holding a product’s 
manufacturer liable for patent infringement is common practice 
in patent litigation.189 This may be suitable in the AI context 
as well because the developers ultimately create the AI (that 
infringes the patent), are usually in a relatively better position 
to foresee the infringement than the end users, and have 
likely derived economic value from the AI (e.g. selling AI to the 
end users).190 The manufacturer may also be held liable in the 
context of product liability, “where the producer of a product 
is liable for a malfunction”,191 as provided in the resolution. In 
this case, AI’s infringing act would have to be analogized to the 
product “malfunction”.

Even so, with truly autonomous AI, can a human agent 
really anticipate against or properly oversee the AI to avoid 
infringement? Would holding people liable for unforeseeable 
acts deter AI’s development and use because of people’s 
fears of being held liable for unexpected patent infringement, 
and therefore hinder innovation? Thus, for truly autonomous 
AI, the traditional rules may “not suffice to give rise to legal 
liability for damage caused by a robot, since they would not 
make it possible to identify the party responsible for providing 
compensation and to require that party to make good the 
damage it has caused”.192

So, how should liability for patent infringement by truly 
autonomous AI be handled? One possibility, as suggested in 
the European Parliament Resolution, “could be an obligatory 
insurance scheme, as is already the case, for instance, with 
cars”, although the insurance system for AI would have to 
account for all potential responsibilities in the chain (instead 
of just people’s actions, as in car insurance systems). The 
resolution also raises the possibility of supplementing such 
an obligatory insurance system with a fund to ensure that 
reparation can be made for damages where no insurance 
coverage exists.193  

Another option would be to hold the AI itself liable,194 which 
would require recognizing AI as a legal person (or legal entity).195 
As explored in Section III.B.3, the definition of a legal person 
is likely broad enough to include AI. In addition, there may 
be greater incentives in granting legal personality to AI in the 
context of determining liability than in the context of awarding 
inventorship.196 The European Parliament Resolution recognizes 
this possible need for AI personhood in considering liability for 
damages caused by AI: “creating a specific legal status for 
robots in the long run, so that at least the most sophisticated 
autonomous robots could be established as having the status 
of electronic persons responsible for making good any damage 
they may cause, and possibly applying electronic personality to 
cases where robots make autonomous decisions or otherwise 
interact with third parties independently.”197

Once the entity responsible for patent infringement caused by 
AI is determined, careful deliberation is needed on how liability 
should be assessed. The European Parliament Resolution 
asserts that, regardless of the legal solution selected for 
addressing liability, the future legislative instrument should 
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in no way restrict the type or extent of damages that may 
be recovered or limit the forms of compensation that may 
be offered to the aggrieved party, on the sole basis that the 
damage was caused by a non-human agent.198 If a human 
agent is to be held responsible, the resolution advises that “their 
liability should be proportional to the actual level of instructions 
given to the [AI] and of its degree of autonomy, so that the 
greater a[n AI’s] learning capability or autonomy, and the longer 
a[n AI’s] training, the greater the responsibility of its trainer 
should be”.199 The Resolution also mentions potentially applying 
strict liability or the risk management approach, subject to an 
in-depth evaluation, although some argue that strict liability 
against the human developer would be misguided.200 And if AI 
itself were to be held liable after being given special legal status, 
the liability of AI may be treated analogously to how the liability 
of corporations is assessed for patent infringement.201

Some are even entirely against the current liability system; they 
argue that a contractual solution is required instead because it 
provides parties with a predictable solution to liability.202 Under 
this view, parties using an AI should employ contractual terms 
(e.g. indemnification clauses) to best avoid liability for direct 
infringement by AI.203 These options and considerations must 
be assessed by weighing their social, economic and ethical 
implications, while striving to ensure efficient, transparent 
and consistent implementation of legal certainty for citizens, 
consumers and businesses alike.204

D. Nonobviousness standard for AI

The nonobviousness standard is designed to maintain a 
“penumbra” around the stock of known devices and techniques 
to ensure that patent rights are not granted to trivial or obvious 
extensions of what is already known.205 The nonobviousness 
requirement has been described as “the ultimate condition of 
patentability”206 and “the most important of the basic patent 
requirements”.207 Among the patentability requirements, the 
nonobviousness standard is the primary hurdle for most patent 
applications.208 The doctrine has faced many complexities and 
hurdles209 because of difficulties in determining what constitutes 
“obvious” and who the hypothetical person of ordinary skill 
in the art (POSITA) should be.210 In addition, what will be 
considered non-obvious, and thus patentable, must reflect the 
changing inventive practices.211 But setting the benchmarks 
for nonobviousness and “ordinary skill in the art” for AI adds 
another layer of indeterminacy, especially for superintelligent AI 
(or AGI) that is capable of “recursive self-improvement”.212 What 
is obvious in the era of AI? 

1. Legal framework for nonobviousness

According to 35 U.S.C. § 103, for an invention to be patentable, 
the differences between its subject matter and the prior art 
(e.g. disclosures or events that existed before the invention) 
must be such that the subject matter as a whole would not 
have been obvious before the effective filing date of the claimed 
invention to a POSITA to which the claimed invention pertains.213 
Obviousness is thus viewed from the perspective of a POSITA, 
and not from that of the inventor.214 While some uncertainty 
surrounds the precise definition of a POSITA, judicial guidance 
exists: a POSITA has been described as “a person of ordinary 
creativity, not an automaton”; as a “hypothetical person … who 
is presumed to have known the relevant art at the time of the 
invention”; and as “one who thinks along the line of conventional 
wisdom in the art and is not one who undertakes to innovate”.215

2. Discussion points on how to define a “person of 
ordinary skill in the art”

As AI becomes ubiquitous, or at least more prevalent in various 
industries, discussion is required on whether the present 
definition of a POSITA is adequate – requiring a person and not 
an automaton – or whether it should be adjusted so that it can 
also mean a person equipped with AI if the use of AI is common 
practice in that technology space. Revising the definition to 
encompass a person’s use of AI would substantially raise the 
bar for nonobviousness. Setting the standard too high could 
prevent deserving inventions from being patented and could 
thus hamper innovation.216 On the other hand, a hurdle that is 
set too low can result in a flood of junk patents and in more 
patent cases being filed (especially by “patent trolls”) against 
true innovators, which can impede businesses and economic 
growth.217Some proponents for changing the POSITA definition 
(so that it refers to a person using AI, or even just the AI itself)218 
argue that, as “inventive” machines continue to improve and 
increasingly raise the bar of patentability,219 only the most 
innovative technologies will become patented. But this can 
also result in less patents being granted on human-generated 
inventions, which can pose several risks as discussed in 
Section III.B. Moreover, if AI becomes truly superintelligent, 
then AI as a POSITA could also mean that all innovative 
activities will eventually be deemed obvious (in the “eyes” of the 
superintelligent AI).220 Some even argue that traditional patent 
law is irrelevant, and that other, non-patent incentives should be 
used to provide the gatekeeping function of nonobviousness.221 
Further discussions on these issues should identify the 
benefits and risks of changing the POSITA definition to allow AI 
participation with these differing views in mind. 
 

E. Additional implications

This subsection explores other patent law issues that may be 
implicated by AI and that should be further reviewed by the 
relevant actors. One example is the question on how to treat 
patent applications prepared entirely by AI.222 If more advanced 
versions of Cloem, AllPriorArt or Specifio reach a technological 
point of being able to both generate inventive ideas and prepare 
entire patent applications for those ideas without human input, 
should such practice be regulated? Although patent laws 
focus less on who prepared the patent applications223 than on 
who came up with the inventive ideas, the discussions must 
explore whether having no rules that govern this issue can have 
negative real-life effects on the patent system. For example, if 
such AI-powered computers or tools begin to file an overbearing 
number of patent applications, this may cripple the examination 
process at the USPTO, which currently is unlikely to have the 
necessary resources to process the flood of applications.224 
However, this problem may be counterbalanced by raising the 
application fee and other administrative fees associated with 
filing patent applications, so that only the higher-quality patent 
applications get filed.

Another related issue is whether AI-generated content should 
qualify as prior art.225 If so, that may intensify the burden on 
the USPTO’s ability to vet the relevant prior art, which may 
decrease its chances of effectively identifying the best prior 
art. Similarly, if AI-generated content qualifies as prior art, the 
present requirement for patent applicants to disclose to the 
USPTO “all information known to that individual to be material 
to patentability”226 may also become more difficult to satisfy, 
meriting consideration of imposing certain regulations on 
treating AI-generated content as prior art. But, disallowing prior 
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art that was created by AI, just because of practical challenges, 
may run afoul of the policy considerations that underlie the legal 
standards on prior art. The practical considerations must thus 
be balanced with the intentions behind requiring the USPTO 
to identify the best prior art and/or behind requiring patent 
applicants to disclose all material prior art that is known to them.

Lastly, the USPTO may have to start adopting AI to assist its 
patent examiners in analysing the increased number of patent 
applications.227 This will likely help the examiners review the 
patent applications in view of the increased number of prior 
art228 that would also need to be searched for and analysed. 
But if AI becomes advanced enough to serve not merely as 
a tool but as a patent examiner, an interesting situation may 
arise in which inventors/patent attorneys and patent examiners 
are both AIs. The ultimate decision of patentability could then 
come down to which AI is smarter and/or which AI people 
ultimately agree with. What effects would such situations have 
on innovation and human ingenuity? 
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Conclusion

The patent law’s “governance” and treatment of AI can have 
deep impacts on innovation, the economy and society. Given 
how quickly AI is advancing, it is paramount that the relevant 
stakeholders – patent and non-patent professionals alike – 
proactively engage in further research and discussions with 
one another to find ways for the patent system to promote 
innovation while minimizing any negative social and ethical 
implications.229 The preceding sections of this White Paper 
explored four main patent law issues affected by AI that merit 
further discussions. 

First, the present standard on patent-eligible subject matter 
needs to be carefully evaluated to determine whether it has 
any material negative impact on AI or AI-driven technologies. 
If so, the relevant actors must search for possible adjustments 
to the standard that can better achieve the patent law’s main 
objectives, such as promoting innovation, disseminating useful 
information and incentivizing investment in helpful technologies. 
The anticipated benefits from the contemplated changes 
must then be weighed against the negative social and ethical 
implications that may arise from those changes. The relevant 
actors should also consider other available mechanisms for 
promoting and protecting AI innovation (e.g. laws on trade 
secrets or copyrights) to help assess whether any of the 
identified shortfalls in the patent law’s subject-matter eligibility 
standard can be rectified through other means.

Second, the question of whether inventions that are created 
entirely by AI should be protected with patents needs to be 
answered. To help arrive at an effective solution, the relevant 
actors must diligently analyse the potential positive and negative 
effects – from technological, socio-economic and ethical 
viewpoints – from patenting AI-generated inventions, and then 
assess these effects in view of one another. Possible middle 
grounds between the competing interests must be identified 
to help the patent system achieve its main objectives in a well-
balanced manner. If the relevant actors ultimately decide to 
allow AI-created inventions to be patentable, then they must 
also decide whether inventorship should be awarded to AIs that 
generated those inventive ideas. 

Third, the present liability laws do not account for situations 
where patent infringement is committed independently by an AI. 
The relevant actors need to explore “who” should be held liable 
in those situations and how remuneration should be assessed. 
The different existing liability frameworks must be analysed to 
identify their relative strengths, and new approaches should be 
researched to see if they can function more effectively than the 
existing liability systems.

Fourth, further discussions are necessary on whether changes 
need to be made to the present definition of a “person of 
ordinary skill in the art” (POSITA), which is a hypothetical person 
through which obviousness of an invention is evaluated. As 
the use of AI becomes more prevalent, the actual people “of 
ordinary skill” that work in various industries will increasingly rely 
on AI. Thus, a categorical exclusion of AI’s involvement from 
the definition of a POSITA can risk having a nonobviousness 
standard that fails to accurately reflect the real-world level of 

obviousness. But on the flip side, as AI becomes “smarter”, 
incorporating the use of AI into the definition of a POSITA would 
likely result in more inventions being deemed obvious and, 
ultimately, in a smaller number of patents being granted. In this 
scenario, if AI reaches superintelligence one day, would that 
not mean that everything will be considered obvious? These 
questions must be studied to help arrive at a nonobviousness 
standard that is accurate.

Approaches to the issues discussed in this White Paper must 
be comprehensive and multifaceted, so an optimal balance can 
be struck between the various competing factors. This will help 
the US patent law to continue adding the “fuel of interest to the 
fire of genius”, as described by Abraham Lincoln,230 in ways that 
are socially inclusive and ethically responsible.
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